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1. Introduction
Purpose of the software - IMALYTICS Preclinical
The purpose of this software is to visualize and analyze multimodal preclinical and medical image data
sets using interactive segmentation operations. This program was developed by Felix Gremse at the
Institute for Experimental Molecular Imaging (ExMI), RWTH Aachen University Clinic, in cooperation
with Philips Research Aachen, and was commercialized by Gremse-IT GmbH, a spin out of ExMI.
The software is described here [1], [2], please cite one of these references when using the software:
[1] F. Gremse, et al., “Imalytics Preclinical: Interactive Analysis of Biomedical Volume Data,”
Theranostics, vol. 6, no. 3, pp. 328–341, 2016.
[2] F. Gremse et al., “Hybrid µCT-FMT imaging and image analysis,” J Vis Exp, no. 100, p. e52770, Jun.
2015.
The software is preferably used for fast and accurate analysis of preclinical μCT or clinical CT data sets.
But it is also suitable for the analysis of data acquired by ultrasound (US) [3]–[5], positron emission
tomography (PET) [6], single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), bioluminescence, and
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging [7], [8]. The software is recommended for interpretation of
multimodal imaging studies such as PET-CT, FMT-CT, SPECT-CT, MRI-CT, PET-SPECT, and more [2], [4],
[9]–[25]. The software is mainly used for preclinical data sets but it is also increasingly used for clinical
data sets.
The program allows processing and visualization of three data sets:
-

an underlay (e.g. CT in case of µCT-FMT imaging)
a segmentation map (e.g. organ segmentation), and
an overlay (e.g. three-dimensional fluorescence distribution)

The segmentation map is a data set of the same size as the underlay. Each voxel of the segmentation
map is assigned to exactly one class, e.g. “Bladder”, “Liver”, or “unclassified” which is the default. The
segmentation is useful for quantification, because parameters such as volumes and mean intensities
can be computed.
Most often, 3D data sets are processed, but 2D, 4D, and even 5D data sets can also be loaded and
analyzed. Typically, the fourth dimension is the time, as in for longitudinal PET scans [6]. The fourth
dimension can also represent different echo times from MRI relaxometry measurements [8]. For 4D
data sets, the segmentation remains a 3D data set, however. The fifth dimension usually represents
multiple channels, e.g. from dual energy CT or from scanning with multiple wavelengths in the FMT,
however, the 5D functionality requires a special license.
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Possible application notes and references
Cancer research
Tumor detection and analysis [18], [26]–[28]
Liver and lung metastases [29]
Tumor, metastases volumes and blood vessel density [30]–[33]

Blood system analysis
Analysis of blood vessels [1], [34]
Angiogenesis [35]–[39]
Stenosis measurements [40]
Atherosclerotic lesions [40]–[45]

Pharmakokinetic
Pharmacokinetic and biodistribution assessment of novel drugs, therapeutics, drug carrier
systems [18], [19], [46], [47]
Assessment of antibody biodistribution in vivo, immunotherapy monitoring [17], [18], [48]

Gastroenterology
Fat segmentation, subcutaneous and visceral fat ratios, gastroenterological issues [12], [49],
[50]
Hepatic vascular regeneration [33]
Organ volumes [1], [32]

Translational medicine
Calcifications [51]–[53]
Dentistry, craniofacial surgery, skull/bone structures [54]–[57]

Other applications
Ballistic experiments [58]
Multimodal image analysis [59]
Organ and tumor segmentation [60]–[62]

Technical Requirements
This program is available for Windows operating systems. It runs at permanently installed PCs
or laptop computers. Furthermore, it requires an NVIDIA GPU graphic card with Cuda compute
capability 3.0 or higher (https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-gpus). Without a GPU, the program will
not start. The program requires a license. Without a license, or if the license is expired, it will not start
either.
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2. Installation
Installation of the software
Run the install file of the software:
Follow the installation steps, the default settings should be sufficient in most cases.

Welcome to the IMALYTICS Preclinical 2.1 Setup Wizard. To start the installation, press Next >
Select Destination Location. Select a folder where you want to install the software. Make sure that
enough free space (at least 220,0 MB) is available there. To continue the installation, press Next >
Select Start menu Folder. Select the folder where you want to create the program´s shortcut. To
continue the installation, press Next >
Select Additional Tasks. Decide if you want to create a desktop icon → if yes: activate the tick box by
clicking. To continue the installation, press Next >
Ready to install. Check your installation setups. If they are correct, start the installation process by
clicking Install

Wait until the installation is finished (depiction of a green progress bar).
The software will inform you when the installation was successfully completed:

Completing the IMALYTICS Preclinical 2.1 Setup Wizard. If you want to directly launch the software,
activate the tick box by clicking. The exit the setup, press Finish
IMALYTICS Preclinical - User´s Manual
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Installation of graphic card driver
The software requires an NVIDIA GPU graphic card and a respective driver which is freely available at
NVIDIA (http://www.nvidia.com/page/home.html). Upon starting, Imalytics Preclinical may complain
and require to install a new driver.
-

At first, ascertain what graphics card is included in your computer. There are two ways to
check:
1) Open the control panel application> Hardware and Sound > Device manager > Graphic card >
click right mouse button > Settings
2) Press windows ( ) + R → Enter dxdiag → wait for one moment > Display (1) → Name:
Graphic card, for example NVIDIA Quadro P5000
-

Then, please open the NVIDIA website (http://www.nvidia.com/page/home.html)
Open drivers → ALL NVIDIA DRIVERS

-

Start Manual Driver Search

-

Choose Option 1 and enter your graphic card details.
Press SEARCH.
Download the driver by pressing the button DOWNLOAD.
Follow the download instructions and install the driver.
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3. Getting to know the program- First steps
Starting the program and display your image data
After successful installation of the software, open the program by double clicking on an appropriate
image file or open the software from the start icon. You can also create a desktop icon (right-click on
Imalytics Preclinical and select “send to desktop (shortcut)”. If you open the program directly, you can
open your image data by pressing File > Load underlay (Crtl + O) and selecting an image file.

Video Tutorials
Under Menu > Help > Show video tutorials, you can play several movies showing how to use this
software. The movies have built-in subtitles in English, Chinese, German and French which can be
shown with video player such as VLC.

Overview-Main Window
The main window (Figure 2) consists of a menu bar, a tool bar, several panels to show slice and 3D
views, and a status bar. Axial, coronal, and sagittal slice views and the 3D view can be toggled
independently. The viewing center (a point in 3D) is shown in all windows as red marker. The active
point is shown in green, can be set with a right click, and is used by many segmentation operations as
seed point.

Figure 1: Main window consisting of menu bar, tool bar, panels to show slice and 3D views, and status
bar. The menu bar offers different operation modes. The tool bar is mainly used for viewing and
segmentation operations. The majority of the space is taken by the panels to show slice and 3D views,
here only the axial view and the 3D view is shown. The status bar provides information about the voxel
intensities.
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Figure 2: Main window in detail. Axial, coronal, sagittal, and 3D views can be shown next to each other.
The viewing center and the active point are indicated by red and green markers. The context menu is
displayed (after clicking the right mouse button). The status bar in the bottom right corner shows
information about the underlay and overlay voxel intensities at the current mouse position and also
information about the size of the data set. Anatomical information are acquired from the µCT.
Fluorescence intensity distribution (FMT) is depicted as a color-coded overlay.

Figure 3: Tool bar. Output and input classes can be selected. Undo and Redo can be performed but
these only apply to segmentation operations. Axial, coronal and sagittal slice views and the 3D view
can be toggled independently. The windowing dialogs can be opened for underlay and overlay. Trilinear
interpolation can be turned on and off. The visualization of crosshairs and markers can be toggled. The
rendering of underlay, segmentation, overlay and scribbles can be toggled. Different mouse actions
(draw scribbles, delete scribbles, set viewing center, slice through, zoom, rotate view, windowing, set
marker, measure distance) can be selected. Navigation is possible through 4D phases and channels if
available.

Tool Bar
The tool bar directly appears when you open the software. If the tool bar is disappeared, click on the
menu bar with the right mouse button and activate the tick box. The tool bar will immediately appear.
Most functions are described in Figure 3.
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Mouse action modes (left button)
The mouse can be used for many different operations, e.g. to select the viewing center, or to draw
scribbles. Some interactions work in the 2D views and some in 3D but most work in both. The current
mouse mode can be selected using the mouse action buttons in the tool bar (Figure 3). Alternatively,
they can be selected using special combinations of mouse keys:
LMB = left mouse button
MMB = middle mouse button
Wheel = scrolling-wheel
RMB = right mouse button
and keyboard keys (SHIFT, ALT, and CTRL) as listed below.

Mouse action modes (selected by buttons)
or SHIFT + LMB: Draw scribbles (2D only).

or SHIFT + RMB: Delete scribbles (2D only). Handy when some wrong scribbles were drawn.

or CTRL + LMB: Set view center. Center the view onto the point of the mouse click (2D and
3D). Handy when you want to center for example a special organ, tumor or metastasis.

or MMB/Wheel: Move/scroll through slices fast (2D only).

or SHIFT+Wheel: Move through time.

or CRTL + MMB/Wheel: Zoom in and out (2D and 3D).

or ALT + LMB: Rotate the view interactively (2D and 3D).

or ALT + RMB: Change windowing settings interactively (2D and 3D).

Create a marker at the mouse click position (2D and 3D).

or CTRL + RMB: Measure distance interactively (shown in lower right corner) (2D only).

or CTRL + SHIFT + LMB: Move a class around (2D only).
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or CTRL + ALT + LMB: Copy class to new position (copy gets new name) (2D only).

Other mouse operations
RMB: Sets output class and opens context menu (2D and 3D).
MMB/Wheel: Change the output class (2D and 3D).
ALT + MMB/Wheel: Move through slices one by one (2D and 3D).
SHIFT + MMB/Wheel: Go through time points one by one (2D and 3D).
SHIFT + MMB/Wheel: Go through time fast (2D and 3D).
SHIFT + ALT + LMB: Repeat previous fill region operation (2D and 3D).

Context Menu
The context menu appears when clicking the right mouse button (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Context menu. It appears when right-clicking which also sets the active point (green
crosshair(2D) or sphere (3D)) and the input class. The context menu is populated with many operations
which can also be reached through the menu bar, e.g. “Add class” can be called through Menu>Classes->Add class. These operations are explained in detail in the section >Menu bar<. Save
screenshot saves the panel as .png file. Save movie (fly through) creates a .wmv movie flying through
the slices. Save movie (time) saves a movie going through time (requires 4D data sets). The context
menu also appears in 3D with slightly different entries, e.g. to render a rotating movie or so save and
load the current camera position.
IMALYTICS Preclinical - User´s Manual
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Context menu > Add Class: Menu bar > Classes > Add Classes
Context menu > Morphologic (Dilate, Erode, Open, Close, Coat): Menu bar > Segmentation
Context menu > Thresholding (Above, Below, Range, Above center): Menu bar > Segmentation
Context menu > Smooth: Menu bar > Segmentation > Smooth input class
Context menu > Assign input to output class: Menu bar > Segmentation
Context menu > Fill region (-unlimited, -volume bounded, -distance bounded, - again, Grow into
output class): Menu bar > Segmentation
Context menu > Find small components: Menu bar > Segmentation
Context menu > Find largest component: Menu bar > Segmentation
Context menu > Find enclosed by: Menu bar > Segmentation
Context menu > Cylinder stencil: Menu bar > Segmentation
Context menu > Cylinder stencil depth profile: Menu bar > Segmentation
Context menu > Markers: Menu bar > Markers
Context menu > Scribble: Menu bar > Scribble
Context menu > Vessels: Menu bar > Vessels
Context menu > Save screenshot: Saves the panel as a .png file. Please choose the folder where you
want to save the image.
Context menu > Save movie (fly through): Creates a .wmv movie flying through the slices. Choose
the distance in the data set [mm] (negative values will invert the direction)and the duration of the
movie [s]. When the movie is ready, a window with “Movie is rendered.” appears. You have to press
OK, otherwise the software will not continue working.
Context menu > Save movie (time): Saves a movie going through time (requires 4D data sets).
Choose the duration in the data set [s] and the duration of the movie [s]. When the movie is ready, a
window with “Movie is rendered.” appears. You have to press OK, otherwise the software is not
working.

➢ The context menu also appears in 3D with slightly different entries, e.g. to render a rotating
movie or so save and load the current camera position.

Context menu > 3D

> Render rotation movie (z-axis): Creates a .wmv movie in 3D flying through
the slices. Choose the distance in the data set [mm] (negative values will
invert the direction)and the duration of the movie [s]. When the movie is
ready, a window with “Movie is rendered.” appears. You have to press OK,
otherwise the software will not continue working.
> Render rotation movie (z-axis) for Tridelity (5-tiled): Renders a movie that
plays in Tridelity 3D screens
> Anti aliasing: Toggle anti-aliasing for faster frame rendering
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> Measure frame rate: Measures the frame rate of the current view.
> Reset Camera position: Resets the 3D camera position.
> Save Camera Position: Saves the current camera position as a CAM-Datei
(.cam).
> Load Camera Position: Loads a camera parameters from a .cam file.
> Save Depth map: Saves the depth map from the current view as image.

4. The menu bar
The menu bar is split into several sub menus that are described in detail here:

File
The File menu allows you to open and save an underlay file, load/save a segmentation map and load
an overlay. Supported file formats are listed in Table 1.The File menu contains the following menu
items:

File > Load underlay… (Ctrl + O): Loads an underlay from a user selected file. Supported file formats
are shown in table 1.
File > Load special: Allows reading special file formats, to load a set of 2D images as one 3D image, or
to load a set of 3D images as one 4D image. Also, loading of raw files is possible if the user can provide
the correct dimensions.
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File > Create underlay…: Creates or loads an underlay. There are several options: Sphere, cube,
cylinder, Menger sponge, Shepp-Logan phantom, CT-FMT example, fusion example…
File > Save underlay…: Saves the underlay as file. Different file format are supported. Some file
formats may not support 3D files, resulting in an error message. When selecting PNG, 3D files are
stored as multiple files (only for 8bit PNGs).
File > Save underlay as pyramid…: Saves the underlay as pyramid in the nifti file format, i.e. multiple
images at decreasing resolutions). The user selects a folder where to save these files. The underlay is
repeatedly down-sampled by 2x2x2 binning until the X-dimension is 10 or less.
File > Close underlay: Closes the underlay.
File > Load segmentation…: Loads a segmentation from file.
File > Load single class…: Loads only a single class from file. Adds this class to the current segmentation.
The user will be asked to overwrite other classes or not. This can be used to merge segmentation files.
File > Save segmentation (Ctrl + S): Saves the segmentation as .seg file.
File > Save segmentation as…: Saves the segmentation under another file name.
File > Save single class…: Saves a single class as .seg file.
File > Close segmentation: Closes the segmentation.
File > Load overlay…: Loads an overlay from file.
File > Add overlay time point. Loads an overlay from file and appends it in time to the currently
loaded overlay. The requires matching 3D/4D dimensions and voxel sizes.
File > Add overlay channels. Loads an overlay from file and adds the channels to the current overlay.
The requires matching dimensions and voxel sizes.
File > Load input class as overlay…: This converts the binary mask of a class to visualize it using
transparent volume rendering. It replaces the current overlay.
File > Save overlay…: Saves the overlay as file.
File > Close overlay: Closes the overlay.
File > Exit: Closes the program.

Table 1: Supported file formats for underlay and overlay files. DICOM files can be converted
to nifty using Chris Rorden’s dcm2niigui program
(http://people.cas.sc.edu/rorden/mricron/dcm2nii.html).
Name
Analyze
Nifti
MicroPET
Vevo770
Vevo2100
CT-Imaging
TIFF
MetaImageHeader
PAR/REC

Extension
.hdr/.img
.nii
.hdr
.vsi
.bimg,animg,nbimg
.mif,mifx
.tif
.mhd
.par/.rec

Reading is supported
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (partially)

Saving is supported
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
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NRRD
PNG
JPEG
Skyscan Recons
VFF files
VOX files
Bitmap files
DICOM

.nhdr
.png
.jpg
.log
.vff
.vox
.bmp
.dcm

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (partially)

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes (partially)

Edit
The edit menu provides operations to edit the underlay file. It also contains the Undo/Redo operations
which apply only to the segmentation, however.

Edit > Undo segmentation (Ctrl + Z): Performs an Undo for the last segmentation operation.
Edit > Redo segmentation (Ctrl + Y): Performs a Redo for the last segmentation operation.
Edit > Gauss filter: Applies a Gauss filter to the underlay. You can provide the standard deviation.
Edit > Gauss filter X only: Applies a Gauss filter to the underlay in X direction only.
Edit > Median filter (3x3x3): Applies a local 3x3x3 median filter to the underlay.
Edit > Crop: Crops the underlay. Different modes are available.
Edit > Set intensity of input class: Sets all voxels of the input class to a user-provided value.
Edit > Scale intensity of input class: Scales all voxels of the input class by a user-provided factor.
Edit > 2D to 3D: Sometimes a 3D data set is stored as a 2D image by concatenating all slices below each
other. This operation converts this back into a 3D data set.
Edit > 3D to 4D: Sometimes a 4D data set is stored as a 3D image by concatenating all cubes behind
each other (in the z-direction). This operation converts this back into a 4D data set.
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Edit > Transpose > Transpose X and Y, Transpose X and Z, Transpose Y and Z, Transpose X and T,
Transpose Y and T, Transpose Z and T: Transposes the data set. Different versions are available, e.g.
to swap x and y axes. The time dimension is called T.
Edit > Flip > Flip X, Flip Y, Flip Z: Flips the image around an axis (either x, y or z).
Edit > Change underlay voxel sizes…: Allows the user to enter the voxel sizes of the current underlay.

Resample
The resample menu provides functionality to resample the underlay and the segmentation map. The
segmentation map is always transformed using nearest neighbor resampling. The undo segmentation
mechanism does not work on these operations because they involve changes on the underlay or
overlay.

Resample > Down-sample by 2 (binning): Computes a data set of half the size in each dimension. 8
voxels are averaged (“binned”) into one voxel. This operation reduces the image size and the noise.
Resample > Up-sample by 2: Creates an underlay of higher resolution, i.e. half the voxel size. Trilinear
interpolation is used for the underlay.
Resample > Resample voxel size: Performs trilinear interpolation to compute an underlay with a userprovided voxel size.
Resample > Resample to viewing rotation: Performs trilinear interpolation to rotate the underlay
according to the current viewing rotation. The viewing rotation can be adjusted interactively with the
mouse (ALT+ LMB). The image size remains the same which may lead to some loss of pixels at the
borders.
Resample > Resample to viewing rotation (extend): Same as above but automatically increases the
image size to keep all voxels.
Resample > Rotate image around Z: Rotates the underlay, by a user-provided rotation angle around
the Z-axis.
Resample > Extend with zero voxels: Extends the underlay and segmentation with a border of zero
voxels. The border width is specified by the user.
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Resample > Resample overlay to underlay grid: Performs trilinear interpolation to resample the
overlay to the underlay voxel grid.
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View
The view menu provides functionality to adjust the viewing settings.

View > Windowing …: The sub menu windowing has items for handling the windowing of underlay
and overlay.
> Reset underlay windowing (F5): Resets the underlay windowing to min/max
values, based on the current 3D image in case of a 4D underlay.
> Reset overlay windowing (F6): Resets the overlay windowing to min/max values,
based on the current 3D image in case of a 4D overlay.
> Select underlay color map: To select a different underlay color map.
> Select overlay color map: To select a different overlay color map.

>

Underlay windowing...: To adjust the underlay windowing.

>

Overlay windowing...: To adjust the overlay windowing.

> Save underlay color map: Saves an image of the current underlay color map.
> Save overlay color map: Saves an image of the current overlay color map
(e.g.
)

View > Linear interpolation: To toggle whether linear interpolation or nearest neighbor
interpolation should be used.
View > Show slice views…: Allows toggling which slice views are shown (Axial (X,Y) – Coronal (X, Z) –
Sagittal (Z,Y).

View > Show underlay: To show the underlay or not.
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View > Show segmentation: To show the segmentation or not.

View > Show overlay: To show the overlay or not.

View > Show scribbles: To show the scribbles or not.
View > Viewing transform (2D)…: This sub menu has items for the 2D viewing transform which consists
of viewing center (red cross), rotation and zoom. The viewing transform defines the 2D slice views and
can be changed interactively with the mouse (ALT+LMB).
> Reset 2D viewing transform: Resets the viewing transform of the slice views to be
the identity matrix (no rotation).
> Reset 2D viewing rotation: Resets the viewing rotation of the slice views.
> Set viewing zoom: Allows the user to set the zoom manually.
> Set view based on start and end markers: Requires two markers named “Start” and
“End”, e.g. at the start and end of a blood vessel segment. Then the viewing rotation
is set to be orthogonal to the connecting line. The viewing position is set to the start
marker. This can be used to slice through a blood vessel.
> Save viewing transform: Saves the viewing transform to a file.
> Load viewing transform: Loads the viewing transform from a file.
View > Show scale bar (in 2D): Shows a scale bar in the slice views.
View > Set scale bar length: Sets the scale bar length [mm].
View > Set segmentation transparency: To set the segmentation transparency for slice views
between (0 and 1) (in 2D only).
View > Set background color: Changes the background color in slice views.
View > Find brightest pixel (underlay): Sets the viewing center to the brightest pixel of the underlay.
View > Find brightest pixel (overlay): Sets the viewing center to the brightest pixel of the overlay.

Options
The options menu provides the following functionality:
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Options > Touch data set: This loads the entire data set into memory. Many file formats are read on
demand which may cause many interruptions during some operations. Then it is better to once load
the data set into memory.
Options > Show image information (underlay): Show the meta-data of the underlay, i.e. information
about the voxel sizes and more.
Options > Show image information (overlay): Show the meta-data of the overlay, i.e. information
about the voxel sizes and more.
Options > Set menu font size: Adjust the font size of the menu.
Options > Set tool bar icon size: Adjust the icon size of the tool bar.
Options > Set language…: Adjust the language of the menu.
Options > Set language to English. Set language back to English.
Options > Toggle console. Activate a console window to see some text output.

Classes
The Classes menu allows the user to add, delete, or rename classes or to change their colors.

Classes > Add class: Adds a new class with a user-provided name. The class will get a certain color
based on a lookup table, e.g. blood will be red and kidney will be yellow. Classes with names such as
red, green, blue, or magenta will get the corresponding colors (based on the color list in
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lists_of_colors).
Classes > Delete class: Deletes a single class. The user needs to select which class.
Classes > Delete all classes: Deletes all classes. The segmentation is cleared.
Classes > Delete unused classes: Deletes all classes which have no voxel assigned to them.
Classes > Rename class: Renames a class given a user-provided name. This will not change the color
though.
Classes > Change class color: Opens a color dialog to select a new color for a class.
Classes > Go to class (centroid): Sets the viewing center (the red cross) to the centroid of the userselected class. This is useful to find a small class. The voxel with the centroid may have another class,
however, e.g. if the class has a ring shape.
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Statistics
The Statistics menu offers functionality to quantify parameters of the images using the segmentation.

Statistics > Class statistics (underlay)
The following parameters are computed for each class:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volume (in mm³)
Mean intensity (same unit as the image intensity, typically a concentration unit)
Total (product of volume and mean intensity; if the mean is a concentration, the total value
is an amount)
Stddev (Standard deviation of the intensities of the class)
Min (minimum value of all intensities in the class)
Max (maximum value of all intensities in the class)

The data is stored in an excel sheet (.csv file). For proper open the file in Excel, the “Region and
Language” settings of the operating systems need to be set to English (Figure 5). The excel sheet
also contains the time index and time which is only relevant for 4D images, however.
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Figure 5: Statistics are saved as .cvs files. The format in the „Region and Language“ settings of the
operating system (e.g. Windows 10 64bit) needs to be set to English. Otherwise Excel will not read the
numbers correctly.

Statistics > Class statistics (overlay): Computes an excel sheet similar to Statistics > Class statistics
(underlay), except that the overlay is used for quantification. This can be used to quantify the
fluorescence in segmented organs or lesions using µCT-FMT scans [9]–[11].
Statistics > Slab statistics of input class: Computes statistics of the input class for each slice (or thicker
slabs) and stores these in an excel sheet. You can enter a slab thickness, e.g. 10 voxels. Slabs are
considered in the Z direction. For each slab, the volume of the input class is computed as well as the
number of components. Furthermore, you can enter a histogram (i.e. the borders such as
1.0;2.0;3.0;4.0). The components are sorted into the histogram buckets based on the provided
histogram borders (e.g. 5 buckets for 4 borders) based on the component volume. The resulting .csv
file contains one row for each slab and the row includes the histogram. The histograms can be used to
analyze blood vessels, e.g. to find out if the number of small or large blood vessels are increased under
some condition.
Statistics > Number of components of input class: Computes the number of disconnected components
in the input class. This can be used to count the number of metal fragments for example [58].
Statistics > Component statistics of input class: Computes statistics of all disconnected components
of the input class and saves these as .csv file. The list is sorted by volume (descending). The .csv file
contains one row for each component with the number of voxels, volume, and the XYZ-coordinates of
the centroid. This can be used to analyze number and volumes of lung metastases in µCT scans.
Statistics > Centroid of input class: Computes the 3D position of the centroid of the input class.
Statistics > Voxel surface area of input class: Computes the surface area of the input class by summing
all the areas of the boundary surfaces of boundary voxels.
Statistics > Principal component direction of input class: Computes the dominant 3D direction of the
input class by computing the dominant eigenvector of the covariance matrix of all segmented voxel
positions.
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Statistics > Angle between input and output class: Computes the angle of input and output classes by
computing their principal component directions. The can be used to quantify the angle between two
bones or other classes [58].
Statistics > Histogram of input class (underlay): Computes the histogram of the underlay voxel values
of the input class. The user provides the range of the histogram and the number of buckets. The
histogram is saved as .csv file.
Statistics > Histogram of input class (overlay): Computes the histogram of the overlay voxel values of
the input class.
Statistics > Line profile (underlay): Computes a line profile through the underlay. The line goes through
the viewing center (red cross) in the x-direction (data space). The full width half max is computed for
the local maximum next to the viewing center.
Statistics > Line profile (overlay): Computes a line profile through the overlay instead of the underlay
(see above).
Statistics > Pair wise significance matrix: Computes a pairwise significance matrix which visualizes the
pairwise significances of a multi group test, e.g. one-way-ANOVA with a Tukey post-test. This feature
requires Graphpad Prism to generate a one-way-ANOVA with a Tukey post-test. Then copy the
summary column of the post-test into the clipboard. Then Press Menu > Statistics > Pairwise
significance matrix which generates an image an places it into the clipboard. Open MS Powerpoint for
example and paste the matrix there (Figure 6).
Statistics > Dice scores against other segmentation: It requires a segmentation. Asks the user to select
another segmentation file. Then the dice score is computed for each class that exists in both
segmentation. The dice score represents the similarity, e.g. 1 means perfect match and 0 means no
overlap at all. A .csv file is generated which contains all dice scores for these segmentations.
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Figure 6: Examples of pairwise significance matrix (PSM). (A) Each box in the PSM represents the
comparison of two groups. Significant differences (p<0.05) between pairs of groups are shown in green
and insignificant differences in red. (B) Example of PSM from the publication Al Rawashdeh et al. 2017
[19]. (C) Example of PSM from the publication Rosenhain et al. 2016 [12].
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Segmentation
This menu provides functionality to alter the segmentation. The operations may use input and output
classes.

Segmentation > Morphologic: Applies different morphologic operations on the input class. These are
implemented using a distance map. The user has to enter a value to define the extent of the operation.
> Dilate enhances makes a class “thicker” by extending the class to the outside.
Enter a value for the dilating distance.
> Erode shrinks a class from the borders. The removed voxels are put into the
output class. This can be used to segment a region into “onion peelings”, e.g.
the rim and core of a tumor.
> Open performs Erode and Dilate successively, which removes small islets.
> Close performs Dilate and Erode successively which fills small holes.
> Coat is like Dilate except that the added voxels are assigned to the output
class.
Segmentation > Thresholding: Provides different threshold operations. These may depend on one or
two user-provided thresholds. The thresholding operations make use of the underlay voxel intensities.
> Above assigns all voxels with intensity above (and equal) to a threshold to
the output class.
> Below assigns all voxels with intensity below (and equal) to a threshold to
the output class.
> Range asks the user for two thresholds (upper and lower bound).
> Above center uses the current viewing center value as threshold. This is the
same threshold that is used for the 3D iso-rendering of the underlay.
Segmentation > Smooth input class: Performs a smoothing operation on the input class. This is
implemented using a Gaussian filter with standard deviation of 2 (voxels) and subsequent thresholding.
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Segmentation > Assign input class to output class: Changes all voxels from the input class to the
output class.
Segmentation > Clear segmentation: Changes all voxels to the class “unclassified”.
Segmentation > Fill region: Provides several region filling (or region growing) operations. These are
seed point-based operations, i.e. the start at a seed point (the active point set by a right click). Then
they fill the six-connected region with the output class.
> Fill region unlimited performs an unbounded filling operation.
> Fill region volume-bounded stops when a user-provided volume is reached.
> Fill region distance-bounded stops when a user-provided shortest path
distance to the seed point is reached.
> Fill region again repeats the previous fill region operation.
> Grow into output class grows the input class by one voxel into the output
class, i.e. is not based on the seed point.
Segmentation > Find small components: Finds all six-connected components of the input class below
a user-provided volume and assigns these to the output class.
Segmentation > Find largest component: Finds the largest six-connected component and assigns it
to the output class.
Segmentation > Find enclosed by: Finds all 6-connected components of the input class enclosed by a
user-provided class and assigns these to the output class. The user can provide a minimal enclosing
ratio (between 0 and 1). This is useful for components that are connected to the outside, e.g. the
trachea which never reach 1 because the border-surface is added to the denominator only.
Segmentation > Create region:
Creates simple segmentations of fixed shape. This is useful to estimate the brightness or noise in a
well-defined region. The active point (green cross-hair) is the center of the generated region.
> Cylinder: Generates a cylinder with user-defined length and diameter.
> Sphere: Generates a sphere with user-defined diameter.
> Box: Generates a box-shaped region with user-defined size.
Segmentation > Transfer segmentation to overlay: Transfers the underlay segmentation to the
overlay space and saves it as a .seg file.
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Math
This menu provides functionality to apply mathematical functions on the voxels. The operations are
performed on the underlay unless otherwise noted. The operations are performed in memory and do
not affect the file that has been opened to load the underlay or overlay.

Math > Voxel-wise (underlay): Performs the same operation to each voxel.
> Scale voxels: Applies a user-provided scale factor to each voxel.
> Divide voxels: Applies a user-provided denominator to each voxel, i.e. each voxel
intensity is divided by the user-provided value.
> Transform voxels: Applies a user-provided scale factor and additive offset to each
voxel, i.e. the formula y=ax+b is applied to each voxel whereby a is the scale factor
and b is the offset.
> Log Voxels: Applies the natural logarithm to each voxel. The voxel type is converted
into float.
> Exp voxels: Applies the exponential function to each voxel. The voxel type is
converted into float.
> Abs voxels: Applies the absolute operation, i.e. the sign is removed.
> Invert voxels: Applies the inverse function to each voxel. The voxel type is
converted into float. Zero values cannot be inverted and stay 0.
> Convert voxel type…: Converts the voxel type into a user-provided type, i.e. char,
uchar, short, ushort, int, uint, float or double. Values that are outside the range are
clamped to the range, e.g. 1230 becomes 255 when converting to uchar which has
range [0,255].
> Swap Endianness of voxels: Converts little endian to big endian and vice versa, for
each voxel. Some Linux systems provide big endian voxels.
> Zero lower bits: Requires a short data set, e.g. from µCT. Rounds the voxel values to
a multiple of 2, 4, 8, depending on the number of bits entered by the user. This causes
the lower bits to become zeros and the image can be compressed much stronger, e.g.
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as .gff file. The lower bits are noisy anyways, e.g. for µCT 5 bits can be zeroed with
hardly any visible effect.

Math > Log voxels (overlay): Applies the natural logarithm to each voxel of the overlay. The voxel
type is converted into float.
Math > Add overlay on underlay: Adds the overlay to the underlay. This requires that overlay and
underlay have the same dimensions.
Math > Subtract overlay from underlay: Subtracts the overlay from the underlay. This requires that
overlay and underlay have the same dimensions.
Math > Divide underlay by overlay: Divides the underlay voxels by the overlay voxels (only for nonzero overlay voxels). This requires that overlay and underlay have the same dimensions.
Math > HU calibration: Performs HU calibration on the underlay. Requires Air and Water classes with
nonzero size. Computes mean intensity of Air and Water and applies scale and offset so that Air has
intensity -1000 and Water has intensity 0.
Math > SUV calibration (overlay): Performs SUV calibration on the overlay. Overlay values are
assumed to be given in [Bq/ml]. You will be asked to provide the injected dose in [Bq] and body weight
in [g]. After calibration, the unit of the voxel values is [g/ml].

Markers
The Markers Menu provides functionality to manually set named markers at arbitrary positions. These
can be used to compute distances (between Start and End markers), to initialize some path-based
methods which require start and end points, or for marker-based fusion (see Fusion menu). Markers
can be created in the underlay or overlay.

Markers > Add marker: Adds a new marker with a user-provided name at the active point (green
cross).
Markers > Markers on overlay: If this is activated, the markers will be added to the overlay, otherwise
to the underlay. In the 2D and 3D visualization either underlay or overlay markers are visualized,
depending on this state.
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Markers > Set Start marker: Adds a new marker named “Start” with magenta color at the active point
(green cross).
Markers > Set Middle marker: Adds a new marker named “Middle” with cyan color at the active point
(green cross).
Markers > Set End marker: Adds a new marker named “End” with cyan color at the active point (green
cross).
Markers > Distance between Start and End markers: Computes the line distance (in mm) between
Start and End markers.
Markers > Angle between Start, Middle and End markers: Computes the angle between Start, Middle
and End markers.
Markers > Delete marker: Deletes one marker which has to be selected by the user.
Markers > Delete all marker: Deletes all markers.
Markers > Center view on marker: Centers the view (red cross) on one marker selected by the user.
Markers > Save markers…: Saves the markers as comma-separated .csv file.
Markers > Load markers…: Loads a comma-separated .csv file to restore the markers.

Time
The time menu provides functionality for 4D data sets. The fourth dimension is the time.

Time > Delete before current: Deletes all time points before the current time point.
Time > Delete after current: Deletes all time points after the current time point.
Time > Delete before and after current: Deletes all time points before and after the current time
point.
Time > Average all time points: Computes the average image of all time points and loads this image
as underlay.
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Time > Set time points…: Asks the user to enter the time points of the 4D data sets. These must be
entered as one string where the numbers are separated by a semi-colon, e.g. “0.0;1.0;4.0”.
Time > Set time durations…: Asks the user to enter the durations of the time points of the 4D data
sets. These must be entered as one string where the numbers are separated by a semi-colon, e.g.
“1.0;1.0;2.0”.
Time > Find brightest time point: Goes to the time point with brightest pixel value. This method is
based on the underlay if it has more than one time points, otherwise the overlay.

Time > Select time point: Goes to the time point provided by the user.
Time > Jump previous 4D: Jump 10 time points back.
Time > Previous 4D: Go one time point back.
Time > Next 4D: Go to the next time point.
Time > Jump next 4D: Jump 10 time points forward.
Time > Save time points to sub folders: Save each time point of a 4D image to a separate sub folder.
The root folder and file name is provided by the user. This function is useful for cases where a
segmentation is needed for each time point. The split data can be processed with the batch menu.

Channels
The channels menu provides functionality for 5D data sets. The fifth dimension represents the
channels. This menu requires a special license.
Channels->Average all channels: Computes the average image of all channels and loads this image as
underlay.
Channels->Previous channel: Selects the previous channel as current channel.
Channels->Next channel: Selects the next channel as current channel.

Scribbles
The scribble menu provides functionality related to the “scribbles”. Scribbles are drawn by the user
into the slice views by the user to delineate regions. They appear as green voxels. Each voxel of the
underlay can be marked, i.e. the scribbles are stored as a data set of the same X, Y and Z dimensions
as the underlay. The scribbles are temporary and do not directly affect the segmentation upon being
drawn.

Scribble > Clear scribbles (F1): Deletes all scribbles. This should be pressed before starting to delineate
a region to delete some old scribbles that may exist in other slices.
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Scribble > Quick cut (F2): Determines the convex hull defined by the scribbles and sets all voxels inside
to unclassified.
Scribble > Segment convex (F3): Computes the convex hull defined by the scribbles. This is shown as
semi-transparent red mask, called “shadow”.
Scribble > Accept shadow as output class (F4): Sets all shadow voxels to the output class.
Scribble > Accept shadow as output class restricted to input class: Sets all shadow voxels to the
output class but this is restricted to the input class.
Scribble > Show bounding box: Computes the bounding box around all scribbles. The bounding box is
shown as semi-transparent red map called “shadow”.
Scribble > Crop to scribbles: Crops the data set to the bounding box around the scribbles.
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Batch
The batch menu provides functionality to work on multiple data sets. These need to be stored in
parallel folders. These data sets can represent multiple patients or mice for example, or multiple time
points of the same mouse, as for longitudinal CT-FMT scans. The batch features are very useful to
quickly get an overview of such files, and also to create consistent images of multiple subjects, i.e.
under the same windowing settings.

Batch > Set batch settings: Captures the current settings for the batch operations and reports these
to the user. These settings include the names of the underlay, overlay and segmentation files.
Furthermore, the windowing settings, color tables and 3D camera position are captured. Also, a list of
parallel subfolders is shown to the user.
Batch > Show batch setting: Shows the batch settings as described above.
Batch > Open first: Opens the data in the first subfolder.
Batch > Open previous (F10): Opens the data in the previous subfolder.
Batch > Open selected: Opens one data set of the batch that is selected by the user.
Batch > Open next (F11): Opens the data in the next subfolder.
Batch > Open last: Opens the data in the last subfolder.
Batch > Batch statistics underlay: Computes the class statistics as described for the statistics menu.
They are computed for all subfolders, however, and written into one .csv file. This can save a lot of
effort, because often the same statistics need to be computed for many scans and get merged into
one .csv file anyways. The statistics are computed on the underlay.
Batch > Batch statistics overlay: Computes the class statistics as described above but for the overlay.

Rendering
The rendering menu allows to configure the 3D rendering.
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Rendering > Toggle MIP rendering: Switch to maximum intensity projection rendering for the
underlay, instead of iso-surface rendering.
Rendering > Set background color: Allows the user to specify a background color (e.g. white) for 3D
rendering. The default is black.
Rendering > Set camera angle: Allows the user to change the camera angle in the horizontal
direction. Default is 10°. The total angle is twice this value. The camera angle in the vertical direction
depends on the size of the panel.
Rendering > Set camera angle (Y): Allows the user to change the camera angle in the vertical
direction.
Rendering > Set clipping offset: Allows the user to enter a clipping distance, which is the distance
from the center of the dataset to the clipping plane.
Rendering > 3D rendering: Activates the 3D rendering panel.

Unmixing
The Unmixing menu provides functionality for spectral unmixing. It requires multichannel data sets,
i.e. at least two channels. Unmixing involves two steps. First the pure spectra need to be determined
by selecting regions with pure signal of the classes.
This menu requires a special license.
Unmixing > Save class spectra (underlay): Requires a segmentation with at least two classes. Then
the mean underlay intensity of each class in each channel is computed. The result is saved as .spectra
file. You can open it with a text editor.
Unmixing > Save class spectra (overlay): Same as above but the mean intensities are computed on
the overlay.
Unmixing > Spectral unmixing (underlay): Requires a multichannel image. Asks the user to load a
.specta file (see above). Performs spectral unmixing, i.e. computes the intensities for the classes for
each voxel. The computation searches for nonnegative values for each class such that the predicted
mixed image (using the spectra) resembles the measurements. The resulting multi-channel image (one
channel per class) is loaded as underlay and can be stored to disk.
Unmixing > Spectral unmixing (overlay): As above but operates on the overlay.

Fusion
Provides operations for fusing or aligning underlay and overlay. Both have a transformation (rotation
and translation) to go between “data” and “world” coordinate systems. These transformations can be
adjusted until underlay and overlay are aligned.
This menu requires a special license.
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Figure 7. Marker-based fusion. Here, the underlay is a µCT scan and the overlay is an artificial data set with blurry signal in
the bones. A) Three markers are placed in the underlay at the two elbows and a knee. B) After toggling Menu->Markers>Markers on overlay, three markers are placed at corresponding positions and with identical names in the overlay. C) After
clicking Menu->Fusion->Register overlay to underlay (markers), the overlay transformation is adjusted and appears properly
aligned to the underlay. At least three markers are required, and they should not be positioned on a line.

Fusion > Reset transform (underlay): Resets the underlay image transform to the identity transform.
Fusion > Reset transform (overlay): Resets the overlay image transform to the identity transform.
Fusion > Set translation (underlay): Asks for 3 values to update the underlay translation.
Fusion > Set translation (overlay): Asks for 3 values to update the overlay translation. This can be
used to correct a shift in the fusion between underlay and overlay.
Fusion > Set rotation (underlay): Asks for 3 angles (X,Y,Z) to update the underlay rotation. The
rotation is performed around the origin.
Fusion > Set rotation (overlay): Asks for 3 angles (X,Y,Z) to update the overlay rotation. The rotation
is performed around the origin.
Fusion > Flip transform (underlay): Applies a flip in x, y, or z direction to the underlay transform. This
can be used to generate a mirrored rendering of the underlay.
Fusion > Flip transform (overlay): Applies a flip in x, y or z direction to the overlay transform. This
can be used to generate a mirrored rendering of the overlay.
Fusion > Center overlay on underlay: Sets the overlay transform so that the overlay is centered on
top of the underlay.
Fusion > Register overlay to underlay (markers): Sets the overlay transform so that the residuum
between corresponding underlay and overlay markers is minimized. Requires at least three markers
in underlay and overlay with identical names. Markers are placed in the Markers menu.
Fusion > Register overlay to underlay (image-based, coarse): Computes the overlay transform so
that the image difference (mean squared voxel differences) between underlay and transformed
overlay, restricted to the input class, is minimized. The computation is performed on down-sampled
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images and several initial transformations are used. If the result looks ok, the next menu item can be
called to compute a more accurate transformation. If a good result is not found, you can try it again.
Fusion > Register overlay to underlay (image-based, fine): Similar to the menu item above (coarse
fusion), however, the overlay transformation is computed at full resolution, if GPU memory allows.
Large data sets (above 2 GB) are down-sampled anyways.

Bioluminescence
The Bioluminescence menu provides functionality for bioluminescence images.
This menu requires a special license.
Bioluminescence > Barrel correction: Applies barrel correction to the underlay, i.e. to each x-y-slice.
This is also called rectification. The image is transformed by moving the pixels outward by the factor
1/(1+alpha*r²) where r is the distance of the pixel to the center and alpha is a camera-dependent
coefficient (e.g. 0.00000025).
Bioluminescence > Vignetting correction: Applies vignetting correction to the underlay, i.e. to each xy-slice. This is also called homogeneity correction. Each pixel is multiplied by a factor alpha * r² + 1
where r is the distance of the pixel to the center. Alpha is a camera-dependent coefficient which also
depends on the aperture.
Bioluminescence > Create example image: Generates an example image (1024x1024 pixels) showing
a checker board with barrel distortion and vignetting. It can be corrected using Bioluminescence >
Vignetting correction and Bioluminescence > Barrel correction with the default values.

Figure 8: Vignetting and barrel correction. Left: barrel-distorted image with darker edges due to the vignetting effect. Middle:
Vignetting-corrected image. Right: Barrel-corrected image.

Bioluminescence > Open Ivis data: Reads Ivis image data, i.e. a folder with excitation and emission
images. The user needs to select a file named AnalyzedClickInfo.txt. The excitation image is loaded as
underlay and the fluorescence image as overlay. Both are corrected for exposure time.

Relaxometry
This menu provides functionality for MRI relaxometry. It requires a 4D data set, i.e. 3D images at
multiple time points (e.g. echo times). Relaxometry works by curve fitting, i.e. a parameterized curve
is fitted to a measurement vector and the parameters are found by a cost function consisting of the
squared residuum. During fitting, a small magnitude penalty (0.001*measurements²*R²) is added to
the cost term to make the solution more stable.
This menu requires a special license.
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Relaxometry > T1 voxel-wise: Fits an exponential curve beta*abs(0.5-exp(-R1*t)) to the voxel
intensities over time. This requires that the time intervals of the 4D data set are properly set (see menu
“Time”). The resulting R1 map, i.e. one value for each voxel, is loaded as overlay.
Relaxometry > T1 class-based (input-class): As above but the fitting is performed only for the mean
values of the input class and not per voxel. Therefore, the result is not a voxel map; it is stored as .csv
file instead which can be opened with Excel.
Relaxometry > T2 voxel-wise: Fits an exponential curve beta*(exp(-R2*t)) to the voxel intensities over
time. The resulting R2 map, i.e. one value for each voxel, is loaded as overlay.
Relaxometry > T2 class-based (input-class): As above but the fitting is performed on the mean values
of the input class. The results are saved as .csv file, which can be opened in Excel.
Relaxometry > T2 voxel-wise with offset: Fits an exponential curve beta*(exp(-R2*t))+c to the voxel
intensities over time. The resulting R2 map, i.e. one value for each voxel, is loaded as underlay. The
offset is important for high R2 values (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23359410). This feature
is currently broken.

Vessels
This menu provides functionality to analyze blood vessels. This menu requires a special license.

Vessels > Set start point: Sets a marker (see marker menu) at the active point (right mouse click
position) with the name “Start”.
Vessels > Set end point: Sets a marker (see marker menu) with the name “End”.
Vessels > Elastic sphere diameters: Fits an elastic sphere (Figure 9) through a segmented blood vessel
[40]. Requires start and end points. Computes an excel sheet. Can be computationally expensive for
large data sets and long paths.
Vessels > Path tortuosity: Computes the shortest path between start and end markers. Also computes
the line distance. The ratio is the path tortuosity, i.e. tortuous paths will result in a larger score.
Vessels > Distance map inside input class: Computes a distance map [40] and loads it as overlay. This
distance map contains the distances to the nearest voxel inside the input class.
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Vessels > Distance map outside input class: Computes a distance map [40] and loads it as overlay. This
distance map contains the distances to the nearest voxel of the input class.
Vessels > Create vascular example image: Creates a simple example image and loads it as underlay.

Figure 9: Blood vessel diameter measurements. A segmentation of blood vessels is required. Then the
start (purple) and end (blue) points need to be set. They can be placed using the 3D view but it is better
to position them in the center of the vessel using a slice-based view. The vessel diameters can be
computed using Menu >Vessels > Elastic Sphere Diameters. The results are saved to a spread sheet file.
The path is visualized (you can go back with Undo).

3D Printing
The menu item “3D Printing” allows conversion of the underlay or segmentation into .stl files which
are required by many 3D Printers as input (Figure 10). These files contain many triangles describing a
surface
and
can
be
inspected
using
the
free
software
STLViewer
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/stlviewer/). Currently, only one material (color) is supported. All
segmented classes will be merged upon export. The 3D printing menu may not be available, depending
on the license. Currently, the printed result is mirrored as compared to the visualization. A workaround is to use Menu->Edit->Flip.
This menu requires a special license.
3D Printing->Save underlay iso surface as .stl file: Saves the underlay iso contour, which is visualized
in the 3D view, as .stl file.
3D Printing->Save entire segmentation as .stl file: Saves the complete segmentation (all classes), as
one single-channel .stl file.
3D Printing->Save input class as .stl file: Saves the input class as .stl file.
3D Printing->Save .stl files as ASCII: If this is activated, .stl files will be saved as ASCII files. Otherwise
as binary files with approximately a quarter of the size.
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3D Printing->Create support below input class: Creates a new class “Support” and fills unclassified
voxels below (in Z) the input class with support voxels. This filling stops at the height of the lowest
voxel.

Figure 10: Left: CT volume and segmented lung. Middle: Lung segmentation exported as .stl file,
visualized with STLViewer. Right: Printed 3D lung.

Macros
The menu item “Macros” provides special functionality, e.g. for segmentation of the mouse bed and
body fat. This menu requires a special license.

Figure 11. Steps used for mouse bed and body fat segmentation. A) First, the HU-calibrated µCT scan is required (air at 0,
water at 1000). B) Using thresholding (e.g. above 500) the class Matter is segmented. It might require cleaning, e.g. by
smoothing. C) Using the macro described below, the round mouse bed on the bottom is segmented. D) Using another macro,
the mouse body is segmented and small holes are filled. E) With another macro, the bones, lung and body fat are segmented.

Macros->Mouse bed (round, bottom, requires Matter class): Segments the bottom part of a round
mouse bed. The user needs to enter the thickness of the round mouse bed. Requires class Matter
containing matter (i.e. everything except air).
Macros->Mouse bed (round, top, requires Matter class): Segments the top part of a round mouse
bed, similar as above.
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Macros->Body (requires Bed and Matter classes): Segments the body of the mouse by searching the
largest connected component of Matter. Then enclosing air regions are found and added to class
Body.
Macros->Segment Bone, Lung and Fat (requires Body class): Segments bone, lung and fat classes
based on the Body class. Requires HU-calibrated values (see Math>HU calibration). Asks the user for
thresholds for bone, lung and fat. Below are some suggested thresholds for common scans.
Device
Bruker 1278
CT-Imaging
CT-Imaging

Scan mode
Cont. 1mm filter
HQD6565
HQD4065

Bone threshold
2000
2000
2000

Lung threshold
600
700
600

Fat threshold
850
900
900

Bone
The menu item “Bone” provides functionality to characterize bone structures. To meet widespread
conventions, the bone statistics are provided in cm (or cm², etc.) and not in mm. Most of the methods
below require an input class (can be unclassified) and a threshold. Furthermore, many parameters (e.g.
the bone volume) are computed by oversampling the dataset (with linear interpolation) to improve
the accuracy.
This menu requires a special license.
Bone > Create test data (sphere): Creates a 3D image containing a sphere. It reports the bone statistics
of the sphere which can be checked using the functionality below.
Bone > Bone volume (BV) of input class: Computes the bone volume in [cm³], i.e. the volume of the
region inside the input class which has intensity greater or equal to the threshold.
Bone > Total volume (TV) of input class: Computes the total volume in [cm³] of the input class.
Bone > Bone volume fraction (BV/TV) of input class: Computes the ratio of bone volume and total
volume of the input class.
Bone > Bone surface (BS) of input class: Computes the surface area of the region with intensity higher
than the threshold in the input class.
Bone > Bone-specific surface (BS/BV) of input class: Computes the ratio of BS and BV.
Bone > Bone mineral density (BMD) of input class: Computes the mean intensity of the input class.
The unit is the same as the unit of the voxels. To achieve [g/cm³] the user needs to calibrate the
intensities.
Bone > Trabecular thickness (Tb.Th) of input class: Computes the mean distance of the bone (i.e. the
region higher than the threshold) to the outside of the bone. This is performed using a distance map.
The operation is restricted to the input class.
Bone > Trabecular separation (Tb.Sp) of input class: Computes the mean distance of the non-bone
(i.e. the region lower than the threshold) to the inside of the bone. This is performed using a distance
map. The operation is restricted to the input class.
Bone > Set crop extension: Allows the user to set a crop extension distance for the computations in
voxels. This value extends the bounding box around the input class and has an effect on the resulting
value. The value should be similar to the structural size, e.g. the trabecular separation.
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Bone > Bone statistics (all) of input class: Computes all above-mentioned parameters for the input
class and saves the result as a spread sheet file (.csv).

Help
The Help menu has the following entries:

Help > Show manual: Opens this manual in a pdf viewer.
Help > Mouse modes: Shows a list of the mouse modes.
Help > Show video tutorials (These videos have subtitles in English, German, Chinese and French
which can be activated with the VLC player).
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Scribbles: Shows how to use the scribbles.
Toolbar: Goes through the toolbar items and features.
Fill region: Shows how to use fill region for segmentation.
Spectral unmixing: Explains the spectral unmixing features.
Spectral unmixing MILabs: Explains the spectral unmixing features of the MILabs device.

Help > GPU info: Shows information about the GPU.
Help > How to report a bug: Shows information how to best report a bug so that it can be found and
fixed.
Help > How to cite: When using the software please mention the name of the software (Imalytics
Preclinical) and cite the papers mentioned there.
Help > License info: Shows the license of the installed program, i.e. the remaining duration and
which modules are activated.
Help > About: Shows information about the program.
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5. GPU Processing
Many operations are run on the GPU since it has orders of magnitude more processing power. This
program
requires
an
NVIDIA
GPU
of
compute
capability
3.0
or
higher
(https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-gpus).
GPUs have limited memory, which may cause problems for some operations (e.g. dilation) for large
data sets which will be indicated by an error message with “cudaMalloc failed”. Solutions are to:
1. Order a GPU with more memory, e.g.
a. Any NVIDIA GPU with large memory and cuda compute cabability 3.0 or higher.
b. Quadro K6000 12GB
c. Geforce Titan 6GB
d. Geforce 980 4GB
e. Geforce 970 4GB
f. Geforce 1030 2GB
g. Geforce 770 4GB
h. Geforce 680 4GB
i. Geforce 670 4GB
2. Close other applications that use GPU memory, e.g. other instances of this program.
3. Reduce the image size by cropping or down-sampling
4. Install the latest version where the situation might be improved.
The current GPU version and memory situation can be shown using Menu->Help->GPU Info.

6. Frequently asked questions
How can I save a fly-through movie of my image?
First, open the context menu by clicking the right mouse button in one of the slice viewing panels.
Choose the point Save movie (fly through). This will create a .wmv movie flying through the slices.
Select the distance in the data set [mm]. (negative values will invert the direction) and the duration
of the movie [s]. When the movie is ready, a window with “Movie is rendered.” appears. You need to
press OK, otherwise the software will not continue running.

7. Troubleshooting
How to provide feedback?
As for all software programs, a screen shot image of the error message will be very helpful for
troubleshooting. Thus, in case of problems, in addition to a short description of the problem, please
also include, if possible, the error file you are having trouble with and the screen image. Please send
it to fgremse@gremse-it.com and include your preferred email address and phone number in the
message.
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